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NOT ENOUGH PARACHUTES 
No. of Scouts: 4 
Equipment: 4 chairs, in a line one behind the other with the front one a little further 
forward. Scouts sit on them. Scout at front is the pilot and is flying the plane. 
Scout One (Pilot gets up and addresses the passengers): Good morning. I am your captain. 
The aeroplane is making good progress and is now on autopilot. Can you just tell me who 
we have on board so that I can check you off on the passenger list? 
Scout Two (self-importantly): I am the Chief Scout and I am quite important. 
Scout One: That's very good. Welcome aboard. 
Scout Three: I am a very important person. I was an important baby and an important child 
and am now an important adult. I do important things all over the world. I think only of 
important things and I only work and socialise with important people. 
Scout One: Excellent. Welcome aboard. And who are you? 
Scout Four: I'm just a little scout. I'm on my way to a World Scout Jamboree. I've been 
saving up for months but I'm not very important at all. 
Scout One: Thank you everyone. That all looks in order. Now if you will excuse me as I have 
to go and deal with a bit of turbulence. (Scout One returns to his seat at the front, fiddles 
around with his instruments then gets up and returns to the passengers.) 
Scout One: I'm not sure that there's a good way to tell you this but I regret to inform you 
that both engines have failed and we're losing height rapidly and will crash very soon. The 
good news is that we have parachutes on board. The bad news is there are only three - and 
four of us. 
Scout Two (jumps up and grabs a parachute): I am Chief Scout and the scouts need me 
because I am quite important. (Scout two puts on his parachute and runs offstage.) 
Scout Three (jumps up and grabs a parachute): You two can argue over the last one but I 
am an extremely important person and I am indispensable to all the people in the world. I 
am needed importantly and so I have to have a parachute. (Scout three puts on his 
parachute and runs offstage. Pilot looks at scout.) 
Scout One: You have the last parachute. Go and enjoy your world jamboree. I'll go down 
with the plane. 
Scout Four: No, it's okay. We can have one each. Look, there are two left. 
Scout One: How come? 
Scout Four: So-called important man jumped out with my rucksack!


